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Product Dune Colour Dawn Installed Ashlar



We invite you to unlock a new visual vocabulary and 

use Interface’s Skinny Planks to create fl oors 

which add scale, enhance balance, provide 

directionality and create rhythm.

Discover the Language Of Planks at

www.interface.com/skinnyplanks.



Of all the geometric forms - 

cubes, triangles, prisms, pyramids, 

cones and cylinders – rectangles 

are the ones most commonly 

found in nature.



form
Use rectangles, the most 

common geometric shape 

encountered in buildings. 

Familiar, trusted shapes 

they suggest honesty and 

stability. 



scale
Explore the relationship ratios 

between two or more objects of 

different proportions based

on a more human scale. 



balance
Achieve a feeling of 

equilibrium by distributing 

the visual weight of 

objects within a space 

to create symmetrical or 

asymmetrical balance.



direction
Solving spatial problems within 

buildings, Skinny Planks can be 

used as visual way-fi nders to help 

guide from present to desired 

locations.



A pattern is movement through 

repetition, alteration or progression 

and introduces order, interest and 

focus into every space. 

rythmn



Adrift 
A sea of comfort



Akin to staring out into a calm sea, 
with a serene silence around, Adrift 
brings comfort and a sense of 
relaxation with its straight lines and 
tonal variation. Its visual movement 
in colour and pattern is a source of 
intrigue as well as a holistic 
platform that binds the entire fl oor 
together.  

Product Adrift Colour Buoy Installed Ashlar



Product Adrift Colour Jetsam Installed Ashlar



Adrift’s linear pattern is accented with 
an evenly spread tonal variation. The 
combination of light, medium and 
dark hues in each plank enhances its 
classic stripe pattern. 



Dune 
Waves of the 

Sahara



Dune features an underlining linear 
design topped with wave patterns 
representative of the ever-shifting 
sands of the Sahara. In each 
colourway, contrasts in yarn shades 
are used to simulate these winding 
patterns. This is further emphasised 
with the product’s texture, subtly 
bringing out the undulating 
essence of the desert fl oor.

Product Dune Colour Oasis Installed Ashlar





Dune’s combination of pattern, 
colour, and texture utilises the 
biophilic concept of ‘variation and 
movement’, aiming to create an 
environment benefi cial to the well-
being, productivity and creativty of 
the people who use it.  

Product Dune Colour Dawn Installed Ashlar



Pleatwork
A network of pattern and colour

Pleatwork is inspired by a simple technique that dates back to ancient Egypt 
where it was used to decorate dresses of rulers. In pleating, fabrics are 
doubled upon itself to form folds and this appearance of scrunched-up textiles 
is artfully illustrated in the textured loops and colour blends of Pleatwork. 



Product Pleatwork  Colour Frizz  Installed Ashlar





Pleatwork’s pattern is a beautiful 
union of colours and stripes. 
Tonal yarn colours are accented 
in horizontal bands that subtly cut 
across the vertical grain of the carpet 
giving the effect of a pleated fabric. 

Ashlar, the recommended installation 
method, works with the product’s 
network of lines and colour to tie the 
fl oor design together. This connects 
the interlacing patterns between 
each tile for a beautifully uniform 
installation.

Product Pleatwork  Colour Ruffl e Installed Ashlar



Teori
A artful experience

Hand woven textiles have an aura about them that speaks both of the 
intricate nature of the art and the nuances that come with its hand-made 
qualities. Aptly named Teori, a Japanese term that translates to ‘hand 
weaving’, Interface’s new product recreates the qualities of fi ne woven 
fabric, with visual loops of colour accented at regular intervals.



Product Teori Colour Sumac Installed Ashlar



Ashlar extends the rhythm of Teori’s 
woven qualities into long beautiful 
lines, while in Herringbone, this same 
quality is given a cadence that runs in 
a zig-zag fashion. 

Product Teori Colours Fennel 
Installed Ashlar



Product Teori Colours Sumac Installed Herringbone



Aerial AE311 
Above & Beyond



Inspired by the long forms and 
shapes of cityscapes seen from a 
bird’s eye view, Aerial AE311’s 
brush-stroke pattern marries natural 
with urban. Its patterns are organic 
and random in individual modules but 
aesthetically cohesive when 
combined in an installation.     

Product AE311 Colour Greige
Installed Ashlar



Product AE311 Colour Mist, Fog, Iron Installed Pattern By Tile



Colour intensities vary from tile to 
tile, so you can create a calming 
and elegant seamless effect when 
installed in an Ashlar confi guration. 
Contrastingly a Herringbone 
installation will accentuate the 
brush-stroke patterns to bring 
excitement and pace into your 
interior space.

Product AE310  Colour Iron  
Installed Non-Directional

 Product AE311 Colour Mist  Installed Ashlar



Bike Path 
Step up a gear



The directionality of urban cycle 
routes and their ability to connect 
one location with another is the 
inspiration behind Bike Path, a 
two-style Skinny Planks collection 
that steps everything up a gear.

This collection delivers a range of 
colours across two formats, a tonal 
base BP410 and a vibrant stripe  
accent BP411. Bike Path draws 
your attention and directs the eye 
with its linear forms and colour 
accents. The simplicity of BP411’s 
design, and it’s clean cut, accent 
lines are perfect for designing way 
fi nding and directional cues into 
the fl oor.

Product Bp411 Colour Mint/Yellow 
Installed Herringbone





An Ashlar installation of Bike Path 
can unlock the linear pattern of the 
tile to create a sense of direction 
and connect one interior space 
with another. 

Product BP410  Colour Mint, Dove, Ember
Product BP411 Colour Mint/Yellow, Dove/

Lime, Ember/Red Installed Pattern By Tile



Harmonize & Groundwaves
Pitch Perfect

The concept behind Harmonize & Groundwaves is the frequency of colour. The 
design intent - to provide pitch-perfect balance for high-performing spaces that 
transform and inspire.

Harmonize blends just the right notes of colour, contrast and texture within a 
Skinny Plank format to create a calm and relaxing base to which you can add 
intensity courtesy of its up-tempo partner - Groundwaves. Apply Groundwaves 
to punch a rhythm via two vibrant accent bands for each of the nine neutrals in 
this shared palette.



Product Ground Waves  Colour Driftwood/Colors  Installed Ashlar



With an Ashlar installation, you will 
get a calming consistent pattern 
throughout. Use this with Harmonize 
in one colour to achieve a unifying 
well-blended seamless look. To draw 
the eye and provide directionality 
simply add Groundwaves. 

To intensify the frequency and pace; 
mix Harmonize and Groundwaves via 
Herringbone. Find the perfect 
balance between loud and tranquil by 
varying the intensity and variety of 
both styles.

Product Harmonize  
Colour Gull  Installed Ashlar



Product Ground Waves  Colour Gull/Colors Installed Ashlar



Off Line
A much anticipated transition

Off Line, the much awaited partner to On Line is now available!

Off Line is the Skinny Plank that provides a visual bridge between the 
colours in the On Line collection. Now you can create transitions between 
neutrals and brights; hard and soft lines.



Product Off Line  Colour Sage/Biscuit 
Product On Line Colour Biscuit Installed Ashlar



Stokes of colour along Off Line’s 
edge vary in thickness and intensity to 
create natural progression across a 
shared colour palette. Just like its 
partner (On Line) Off Line can also be 
installed alone to stunning effect. 

When installed in an Ashlar format, 
the transitions Off Line creates can 
enhance the balance within a space, 
unite the design and direct the eye. 
When applied in Herringbone the 
accentuated splashes of colour are 
ideal for zoning or to add pops of 
rhythm when combined with On Line.

Product Off Line Colour Pewter/Mandarin
Product On Line Colours Pewter, Mandarin 

Installed Pattern By Tile



Product Off Line Colour Pewter/Lime
Product On Line Colours Pewter, Lime Installed Ashlar



Need to know more about unlocking a whole new 
and exciting visual vocabulary?

Visit www.interface.com/skinnyplanks

Or, contact us today - we speak your language.





Certifi cation and Accreditations

www.interface.com 

South East Asia Headquarters
tel: 65-6478 1510

enquiry.asia@interface.com

South Korea
tel: 82-2 555 1734

enquiry.asia@interface.com

Japan
tel: 81-3 5733 5211

jpnweb@interface.com

India
tel: 91-80 30589350

india@interface.com 

Australia
tel: 1800 008 101

info.au@interface.com
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